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Aloware didn’t start out of a garage, as your typical silicon valley startup goes.

We started in sunny Los Angeles, on top of Anoosh’s and Sohrab’s expertise as consultants 
in the contact center and cloud communication space. Before Aloware, our founders 
were already helping companies embrace new communication channels to support 
customers. From migrating phone stacks to the cloud to automating common follow-
up tasks, they have helped many businesses modernize. A few beers might have been 
involved, and our founders thought of building a turnkey solution for more people to take 
advantage of. Instead of doing the same project over and over again as consultants, 
they felt that more businesses, big and small, can be leveraging automation to grow 
and improve customer experiences. Hence, in 2018, Aloware was born.

About Aloware
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In recent years, businesses have increasingly turned to artificial intelligence to improve 
operations and drive growth. One such tool that has gained popularity is the use of 
AI-powered chatbots. 

Chatbots are computer programs that can simulate conversations with human users. 
They can be integrated into websites, social media platforms, and messaging apps to 
provide quick and convenient customer support.

According to Business Insider, by 2024, it’s predicted that the number of consumers 
spending via chatbots will hit $148 billion globally. This is an exponential growth from 
$2.8 billion in 2019. 

The demand for conversational AI solutions primarily tries to solve the $4.7 trillion a year 
lost to poor customer service. However, chatbot implementation is scaling to save on 
this revenue. 

According to Gartner’s predictions, 50 percent of enterprises will spend more 
per annum on chatbots and conversational AI tools than traditional mobile 
app development.
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  is a company that has developed an AI chatbot called  
that is specifically designed to help businesses boost their revenue. This book 
will explore how  works and how it can benefit businesses.

Introduction

by

$148B
The number of consumers spending via chatbots will globally hit

https://www.businessinsider.com/chatbot-market-stats-trends?r=US&IR=T
https://lp.instituteofcustomerservice.com/ukcsi-jan2022
https://lp.instituteofcustomerservice.com/ukcsi-jan2022
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/gartner-top-strategic-predictions-for-2018-and-beyond
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 is a conversational AI chatbot built to handle customer inquiries and 
lead generation. The bot is designed to provide quick, personalized responses 
to customers, helping them find the information they need and guiding them 
through the sales process.

 uses natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning 
algorithms to understand customer inquiries and respond in a human-like 
manner. It can handle a wide range of queries, from simple FAQs to more 
complex product questions. 

\

Understanding The bot can also be integrated with other business systems, such as CRM and marketing 
automation software, to provide a seamless customer experience. Other  
solutions for SMBs include:
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• Lead/ contact management 
Allows agents to put contacts lists into groups. For example, running a bot on 100 new 
contacts and filtering starting with an unfiltered group, extracting qualified contacts, 
and adding them to the qualified list.

• Smart escalation 
This tool enables the users to move the data from the bots to outside in different 
automated ways, from SMS to Contact field updates. For example, allowing the bot to 
connect to a live, available agent immediately.
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There are several ways in which  can help businesses boost their revenue. The 
state of chatbots by Intercom indicates conversational ai tools are commonly used in 
these areas:

 • Sales (%41)
 • Customer support (%37)
 • Marketing (%17)

Sales 
  %41+

Customer support  %37+
Marketing  %17+

Here are example use cases for :

1- Lead Generation
 can collect customer information and generate leads. It can ask 

customers for their contact details, such as their name and email address, 
and add them to a lead database. The bot can also qualify leads by asking 
questions about their needs and interests, making it easier for sales teams 
to follow up.

2- Sales Support
  can assist customers with their purchase decisions. For example, 

if a customer is interested in a particular product,  can provide 
information about its features and benefits and answer any customer 
questions. The bot can also offer product recommendations based on the 
customer’s needs and preferences.

3- Customer Support
 can provide 24/7 customer support, answering frequently asked 

questions and resolving common issues. This can reduce the workload 
on customer support teams, allowing them to focus on more complex 
inquiries.

4- Upselling and Cross-selling 
 can be used to upsell and cross-sell products to customers. For 

example, if a customer is interested in a particular product,  can 
suggest complementary products or accessories that may be of interest.

4- Schedule appointments
Using a calendar automation feature,  enables users to schedule 
appointments, set up call reminders, and more.

Boosting Revenue with 

https://www.intercom.com/blog/the-state-of-chatbots/
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4- Integrating with Business Systems

 allows seamless integration with other business systems, such as CRM and 
marketing automation software. This will enable businesses to provide a comprehensive 
customer experience and gather valuable data for future use.

Businesses can streamline their operations using Aloware’s phone system and  
to provide a better customer experience.  can handle a wide range of inquiries, 
from simple questions to more complex operations like appointment creation, lead 
qualifications, and more. , freeing time for human agents to focus on more complex 
inquiries. It can also assist in lead generation, sales, and customer support.

In conclusion,  sets Aloware apart from other call center solutions in the market. 
By enabling businesses to use an AI bot to automate their operations and provide better 
customer service, Aloware is providing a unique and innovative solution for companies 
looking to boost their revenue.

 is an AI-powered chatbot developed by Aloware, a company that offers a 
comprehensive cloud-based phone system. Aloware’s unique offering is that it integrates 

 directly into its platform, making it the only phone system in the market with 
its own AI bot.

Implementing  in Aloware is a simple process that involves the following steps:

1- Enabling 

Once a business signs up for Aloware, they can allow  with just a few clicks. 
 is available in all Aloware plans and can be activated from the Aloware 

dashboard.

2- Customizing the Bot
 can be customized to match the business’s branding. This includes creating 

a custom welcome message, adding branding elements, and defining the types of 
inquiries the bot can handle.

3- Training the Bot
Aloware’s  Tool makes it easy to prepare the bot with common inquiries and 
responses. The bot uses machine learning algorithms to improve its responses over 
time, so the more it’s used, the better it gets.

Implementing  in Aloware 
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In conclusion, text messaging is a powerful tool that businesses can use to communicate 
with their prospects. It’s less intrusive, faster, has a higher response rate, is less intimidating, 
and is more personal than calling. 

With Aloware, you can easily send SMS to prospects from your computer or mobile device, 
use templates and automated campaigns, and personalize your messages to build 
relationships that lead to more sales. By using text messaging with Aloware, businesses 
can improve their communication with prospects and increase their chances of success.

Conclusion:

Book a demo

Change to Aloware today, and boost your profit!

www.aloware.com

https://aloware.com/get-demo/
http://www.aloware.com

